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Agenda

1. What does a model do?

2. How do you differentiate between a good and a bad model?

3. Common measures for common problems

4. Testing for model quality

5. Automation

6. How Vertex AI can help

●  Vertex AI pipelines

● Vertex AI Model Monitoring

●  Vertex AI Explainable AI

● Model cards      
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A Model

A model maps a set of inputs to a set of outputs. 

In ML, the function is learned from the data, not given.

A test set is a set (X,Y) of known desired outcomes for given inputs.
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Training and Evaluation
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Good vs. Bad Models

1. Models are parts of systems

2. A good model will support the system goals better than a bad one

3. A good model will make fewer mistakes than a bad one

“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.”

- George Box
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Classification Measures

Precision

P=TP/(TP+FP)

Recall

R=TP/(TP+FN)

Accuracy

A=(TP+TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN)

F1 Score 

F1=2(R*P)/(R+P)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
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Example: AI for Breast Cancer Screening

https://blog.google/technology/health/artificial-intelligence-breast-cancer-screening/
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Regression Measures
Example: Okun’s Law, 1962

FRBSF Economic Letters, April 21st 2014

https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2014/april/okun-law-deviation-unemployment-recession/
https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2014/april/okun-law-deviation-unemployment-recession/
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Generalization

Overfitting: model learns from the training set, but performs poorly on the test set

Underfitting: model cannot learn from training set, performs poorly on test set too. 
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Monitor runs

For overfitting, underfitting, 

convergence

https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard
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Compare experiments

https://cloud.google.com/vertex-ai/docs/experiments/intro-vertex-ai-experiments
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Testing
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Testing

Programs have known specifications:

- Given test cases, get expected results

- Consistent, but incomplete

Models have no formal specifications: data, code, hyperparameters and training make a 

model. Alas, we have to test them all.

- We expect % of results to be wrong 

- Inputs may be noisy or mislabeled (inconsistent)

- Inputs may not cause all possible outcomes (incomplete)

- Models may be non-linear (e.g. neural networks) and possibly chaotic

https://www.pnas.org/doi/pdf/10.1073/pnas.87.23.9467
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Coverage

1. Representative data for all “important” cases and population groups

2. Independent train, test, validation data

a. Prevent “leakage”, e.g. w. time series

3. Algorithm coverage

a. All paths of a decision tree

b. All neurons in a neural network

Keep in mind that datasets are incomplete and may be inconsistent

https://web.cs.ucla.edu/~miryung/Publications/fse2020-testingdeeplearning.pdf
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Evaluate the test results

1. Regression: Model should perform well consistently on important inputs (e.g. 

recognize family in pictures)

2. Fairness: Model should have comparable performance across subpopulations 

(e.g. “age blind”)

3. Reality check: It is acceptable for the model to have lower performance on 

outliers (e.g. dark or fuzzy pictures)
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Compare Evaluations

Which model is a better fit for the 

intended purpose?

Hint: we are looking at X-Rays

https://cloud.google.com/vertex-ai/docs/samples/aiplatform-get-model-evaluation-sample
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Distribution of Mistakes

- Not all mistakes are random.

- Monitor for bias in input and results

- Evaluate separately for population groups

- Not all mistakes have the same impact

- Monitor for input skew, drift

- Monitor for amplitude and frequency

- Not all models are fair - in fact most are not

- Explain the results, look for feature impact

https://healthitanalytics.com/news/detecting-artificial-intelligence-algorithm-bias-in-cancer-treatment
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/07/17/1005396/predictive-policing-algorithms-racist-dismantled-machine-learning-bias-criminal-justice/
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Process & Tools
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A Process

1

Curate

Multiple train, validation and 
test datasets for 
subpopulations or critical 
regressions

Version control for data

  

2

Automate

Pipelines for automation 
repeatability

Version control for 
hyperparameters & metadata

Cross-validation for 
robustness

  

3

Evaluate and Compare

Store evaluation results 
across runs / experiments

Compare for fitness 

Continuous evaluation in 
production

  

4

Explain

Attribute feature importance

Evaluate in testing

Monitor for drift and skew in 
production
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https://www.tensorflow.org/tfx
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Pipelines

Repeatable, parametrized processes

Run on serverless infrastructure

Store all metadata for traceability and 

comparison

https://cloud.google.com/vertex-ai/docs/pipelines/introduction
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Why is ML testing hard?

You need to test the data on which the model is trained.

You need to test the model itself

You need to test the model  code

Test the deployment 

Test the model in production
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How to test model in deployment

Test Model Updates with Reproducible Training

Testing Model Updates to Specs and API calls

Write Integration tests for Pipeline Components

Validate Model Quality before Serving

Validate Model-Infra Compatibility before Serving
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How to test model in production

Check for Training-Serving Skew

Monitor Model Age Throughout Pipeline

Test  Model Weights 

Monitor Model Performance

Test Quality of Live Model on Served Data
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How to know Quality of the model?

Fairness

Bias

Explainability
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How Vertex AI can help with Model 
Quality
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Vertex AI 

● Unified development and 
deployment platform for data 
science and machine learning

● Increase productivity of data 
scientists and ML engineers

Integration with
Data Services

 AutoML

Experiment Train Deploy

Datasets

Experiments

Vertex SDK

Training

Vizier

NAS

Prediction

Pipelines

Workbench

Custom 
workflow

No code / low 
code workflow

Matching Engine

MLOps

Data Science 
tool kit

BigQuery SparkCloud 
Storage

Vision Video Language Speech

ForecastBigQuery ML Translation Tables

BI

Model 
Monitoring Explainable AI Feature StoreML Metadata Model Registry

New GA Coming Soon!

New New

New

New
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Managing model quality in deployment and production

Vertex AI Pipelines

Vertex AI Experiments

Vertex AI Model monitoring

Vertex AI Explainable AI

Model Cards
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Vertex AI pipelines
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MLOps on Vertex AI
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Efficient and responsible AI requires end-to-end MLOps
Vertex AI’s end-to-end MLOps enables data scientists and ML engineers to efficiently and responsibly 

manage, monitor, govern, and explain ML projects throughout the entire development lifecycle.

Training Serving

Model Registry Model Cards & 
Reporting

Model 
Provenance Compliance

Experimentation (Re) Training Model Deployment
1 2 3

Model Management & Governance
5

EDA /
Prototyping

Experiment 
Comparison Production Training Pipeline Model

Serving
Canary & A/B 

TestingProduction Training Pipeline Model performance monitoring

Continuous 
Monitoring

4
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Data warehouse
BigQuery

Manage

Simplify MLOps with Vertex AI Pipelines

Container Registry

Extract 
Data

Prepare 
Data Train Model Validate 

Data

Vertex Pipelines

Evaluate 
Model

Validate 
Model

Deploy 
Model

Artifact Store
Cloud Storage

Processing
Dataflow or 
Dataproc

Scalable Inference
Vertex Prediction

Serverless Training
Vertex Training

“We’re estimating a ~50% reduction in the time it takes to go 
from idea to live ML experiment. [with Vertex AI Pipelines]"
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Govern

Manage and govern your ML models with Feature Store, 
ML Metadata, and Model Registry

Feature Store

Share and reuse ML 
features across use 
cases

Serve ML 
Features at scale 
with low latency

Alleviate training 
serving skew

ML Metadata

Automatically track 
inputs / outputs to all 
components

Track custom 
metadata directly 
from your code

Visualize, analyze, and 
compare detailed ML 
lineage

Model Registry

Register, organize, track, 
and version your trained 
and deployed ML models.

Govern the model 
launch process

Maintain model 
documentation 
and reporting
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Deploy when threshold is met
    # Use the given metrics threshold(s) to 
determine whether the model is
    # accurate enough to deploy.
    def 
classification_thresholds_check(metrics_d
ict, thresholds_dict):
        for k, v in thresholds_dict.items():
  
            if k in ["auRoc", "auPrc"]:  # higher is 
better
                if metrics_dict[k] < v:  # if under 
threshold, don't deploy
                    logging.info("{} < {}; returning 
False".format(metrics_dict[k], v))
                    return False
        logging.info("threshold checks 
passed.")
        return True
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Pipelines demo

https://youtu.be/VitIaWv2a1s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VitIaWv2a1s
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Vertex AI model monitoring
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Monitor

Proactively monitoring model performance with Model Monitoring

Monitor and alert 

Monitor signals for model’s predictive performance, and 
alert when those signals deviate. 

Diagnose

Help identify the cause for the deviation i.e. what changed, 
how and how much?

Update Model

Trigger model re-training pipeline or collect relevant 
training data to address performance degradation.
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Monitoring Objective
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DEMO - How to setup Model Monitoring in Vertex AIModel Monitoring demo 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14YGMMaAt_kkEjt02rUU091TIQQvXjdXE/preview
https://youtu.be/VxxS4In-xCk
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Demo How to setup monitoring 
using Console
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Vertex AI Explainable AI
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Explainable AI tells you how important each input feature is 

Images Tabular Text

What image pixels or regions 
most contributed to the model’s 
classification?

Sentiment score: 0.9

How much did each feature 
column contribute to a single 
prediction or the model overall?

How much did each word or token 
contribute to the text classification?

The cake tastes 
delicious!

Explanations 
tell you: 
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Explainable AI feature set

Robust

Three explainability 
methods based on 
established research*

● Sampled Shapley
● Integrated Gradients
● XRAI

Intuitive for data scientists 
& end-users

* See our AI Explainability 
Whitepaper for details

1

Flexible

Supports multiple model 
types:

● Tabular classification 
& regression

● Image classification
● Text classification

Support Online and Batch 
Processing

ML framework-agnostic: 
compatible with any model 
deployed as a Custom 
Container

2

Seamlessly integrated

XAI currently available in:

● AutoML Tables
● Vertex Prediction
● Vertex Notebooks

● Continuous 
Monitoring

● Others...

3

Easy to use & scale 

Explainable SDK enables 
quick set-up

Managed, serverless 
service

Significantly faster and 
more resource-efficient 
than OSS packages

4

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1306.4265.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01365
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02825
https://storage.googleapis.com/cloud-ai-whitepapers/AI%20Explainability%20Whitepaper.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/cloud-ai-whitepapers/AI%20Explainability%20Whitepaper.pdf
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explanations Preview

Index the entire dataset - takes about 1 hour

Query for similar examples  -  less than a second

New
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planes. We noted some images of birds being misclassified as planes. For one such image, we used 
Example-based Explanations to retrieve other images in the training data that appeared most similar to this 
misclassified bird image in the latent space.

http://ai.stanford.edu/~acoates/stl10/
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Demo 
AI Platform Prediction & Notebooks
(7min 29sec)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Xn-2kfIl5pYQYCCWwXIJ9-OXta-8P3-U/preview
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Model Card
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What and why of Model Card?

under what conditions does the model 
perform best and most consistently? Does it 
have blind spots? If so, where?

 Does a model perform consistently across a diverse range of 
people, or does it vary in unintended ways as characteristics like 
skin color or region change?
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Benefits of using a model card

Fairness in Machine Learning
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Google Cloud Model Cards

To explore the possibilities of model cards in the real world, we've 

designed examples for two features of our Cloud Vision API, Face 

Detection and Object Detection. 

https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/face-detection
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/face-detection
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/object-detection
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Thank You
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mona-mona/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/giovanni-marchetti/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mona-mona/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/giovanni-marchetti/

